MAXZONE AUTO PARTS CORP.
COPORATE HEADQUARTERS
11016 MULBERRY AVE., UNIT B, FONTANA, CA 92337 TEL: 909-822-3288 FAX: 909-822-3399 WWW.MAXZONE.COM

Date: 06/16/2008
To: Maxzone customers,
This notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle
Safety Act.
Maxzone Auto Parts Corp. has decided that some of the replacement headlamps for 2001-2007 Dodge
Caravan manufactured DEPO, part numbers 334-1103L-AS, 334-1103R-AS, fail to conform to Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) No. 108, “Lamps, Reflective Devices, and Associated
Equipment,” during lab photometric testing. This non-conformance could result in reduced visibility,
possibly resulting in a vehicle crash.
As an immediate remedy, Maxzone is issuing a recall of the aforementioned product with the following
Production Lot Numbers at no cost to you.
00809396 / 00809397 / 00839647 / 00839650 / 00881338 / 00881339
Please contact our RMA Department immediately to arrange the return of identified part numbers.
Upon receipt of the returned product, Maxzone will issue full credit to your account.
Feel free to contact your Maxzone sales representative at the following toll free numbers based on the
State you are calling from if you have any problem with the recall procedure. A sales representative will
expedite your return authorization request.
1-888-286-1188 (WA, OR, CA, ID, NV, AZ, MT, WY, UT, CO, KS, NM, OK, TX, AR, LA, AK, HI)
1-877-253-8930 (ME, NH, VT, MA, CT, RI, NY, NJ, PA, MD, DE, WV, VA)
1-800-859-4755 (NC, SC, GA, FL, TN, AL, MS)
1-866-783-6858 (ND, SD, NE, MN, IA, MO, WI, IL, MI, IN, OH, KY)
If you believe Maxzone has failed or is unable to remedy the noncompliance without charge in a
reasonable amount of time, you can submit a complaint to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, 1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE., Washington, DC 20590 or call the toll free Vehicle
Safety Hotline at 1-888-327-4236 (TTY 1-800-424-9153); or go to http://www.safercar.gov
The repairers and consumers can identify a DEPO lamp by looking for the DEPO logo and part number
molded on the lens of the lamps. The part numbers shown on the lens are 334-1103L for left hand side
lamps and 334-1103R for right hand side lamps. Only lamps with the aforementioned DEPO logo and
part numbers can be returned to Maxzone. Please see following page for a picture illustrating the logo
and part numbers.
We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience caused. Our best interest has always been in the safety
of the public. We’ll do our best to resolve this issue immediately.
Best regards,
Maxzone Auto Parts Corp.

Elmwood Park, NJ

Atlanta, GA

Chicago, IL

Toronto, Canada

DEPO logo and part number on lens.
Note: 334-1103L (left hand side lamp) shown above. The part number for right hand
side lamp on the lens is 334-1103R.

DEPO production lot number on the top side of housing.
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